Evidence of one-dimensional scale-dependent fractional advection-dispersion.
A semi-analytical inverse method and the corresponding program FADEMain for parameter estimation of the fractional advection-dispersion equation (FADE) were developed in this paper. We have analyzed Huang et al.'s [Huang, K., Toride, N., van Genuchten, M.Th., 1995. Experimental investigation of solute transport in large homogeneous and heterogeneous saturated soil columns. Trans. Porous Media 18, 283-302.] laboratory experimental data of conservative solute transport in 12.5-m long homogeneous and heterogeneous soil columns to test the non-Fickian dispersion theory of FADE. The dispersion coefficient was calculated by fitting the analytical solution of FADE to the measured data at different transport scales. We found that the dispersion coefficient increased exponentially with transport scale for the homogeneous column, whereas it increased with transport scale in a power law function for the heterogeneous column. The scale effect of the dispersion coefficient in the heterogeneous soil was much more significant comparing to that in the homogeneous soil. The increasing rate of dispersion coefficient versus transport distance was smaller for FADE than that for the advection-dispersion equation (ADE). Finite difference numerical approximations of the scale-dependent FADE were established to interpret the experimental results. The numerical solutions were found to be adequate for predicting scale-dependent transport in the homogeneous column, while the prediction for the heterogeneous column was less satisfactory.